Familiarity plays a unique role in increasing preferences for battery electric
vehicle adoption

Abstract
Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) play an important role in efforts to reduce carbon emissions but widespread adoption is
hindered by people’s perceptions of BEVs. Here we examine
the role of familiarity in influencing preferences for BEVs. Using a US-based survey, we measured people’s familiarity with
BEVs, BEV beliefs, belief uncertainty, and perceived barriers and measured how these cognitive factors influence preferences. We first find that familiarity increases BEV preferences independent of its effect through other factors. Second, exploratory mediation analyses find that familiarity also
indirectly increases BEV preferences by increasing positive
BEV beliefs. Third, although familiarity reduces belief uncertainty, the influence of uncertainty on preferences depends
on belief valence. Taken together, these results propose that
familiarity plays a unique role in improving people’s perceptions and attitudes towards BEVs. We situate our findings
within the broader cognitive science literature and highlight
a familiarity-targeted intervention aimed at improving more
widespread BEV adoption.
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Introduction
Personal vehicles account for a substantial portion of individual Americans’ carbon footprint and diminishing this impact is critical to meet carbon reduction targets (Ivanova et
al., 2016, 2020). For current drivers, switching from internal
combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) to electrified vehicles,
such as battery electric vehicles (BEVs), offers one of the
best solutions to reducing their carbon footprint (Ivanova et
al., 2020).
Interest in BEVs has increased in recent years, with BEVs
jumping from 2.6% of global car sales in 2019 to 7.2% in
2021 (BloombergNEF, 2021). However, although the adoption of BEVs has increased, consumers remain reluctant to
commit to a fully electrified future. Commonly cited reasons include insufficient charging infrastructure (e.g., too
few charging stations), the limited driving range of BEVs,
and relatively high purchase costs (ConsumerReports, 2020;
CarGurus, 2021; Center, 2021). These perceptions persist even though currently available BEVs and their supporting infrastructure are sufficient to meet most US-based
drivers’ needs (J. H. Lee, Chakraborty, Hardman, & Tal,
2020). At present, BEV drivers do the majority of their
charging at home, relying relatively little on external charging
sources (ConsumerReports, 2020; Council, 2021; J. H. Lee
et al., 2020). For those that do need to charge away from
home, charging infrastructure has dramatically expanded in
recent years, largely exceeding the current demand from
US drivers (Brown, Lommele, Schayowitz, & Klotz, 2021).
The range of currently available BEVs also far exceed the
average distances American’s travel, and prices for BEVs
have dropped as competition has increased and batteries

have become more efficient to produce (Mauler, Duffner,
Zeier, & Leker, 2021). Yet despite these recent improvements, non-BEV owners still report being unready to switch
to BEVs (ConsumerReports, 2020; CarGurus, 2021; Center,
2021). This disconnect between the reality of owning a BEV
and people’s perceptions of BEVs suggests that cognitive factors are likely at play.
One cognitive factor that correlates positively with increased preference for BEVs is people’s sense of familiarity
with BEVs (Council, 2021). However, it is unclear how familiarity impacts preferences, particularly in the case of adoption of new technologies such as BEVs. One possibility is that
familiarity acts on people beliefs and attitudes, which in turn
can strongly predict preferences and intentions (Ajzen, 1991).
People who are more familiar with BEVs may have beliefs
that align more closely with the reality of owning a BEV,
which is more convenient than generally perceived by nonBEV drivers. In addition to beliefs and attitudes, familiarity
could also work by reducing people’s uncertainty about their
BEV beliefs. People tend to avoid options that they perceive
as uncertain or risky, which can limit their interest in changing behaviors or adopting new technologies (Verplanken &
Whitmarsh, 2021; Marangunić & Granić, 2015). Familiarity may mitigate this influence of uncertainty by increasing a person’s confidence in their beliefs. Indeed, construal
theory proposes that making beliefs more concrete reduces
uncertainty, which can strongly affect intentions and preferences (Trope & Liberman, 2010; Verplanken & Whitmarsh,
2021). Last, it is also possible that familiarity itself drives
preferences. Research from psychology and marketing suggest that familiarity with items or brands also increases positive affect and preferences for those items (Zajonc, 1968;
A. Y. Lee, 2001; Delgado-Ballester, Navarro, & Sicilia, 2012;
Tam, 2008). It could thus be that familiarity with BEVs directly influences preferences through affect, rather that work
through other cognitive factors such as beliefs or confidence.
The aim of this article is to understand the mechanisms by
which familiarity acts on preferences for BEV adoption. We
specifically measure the extent to which familiarity influences
beliefs about BEVs, confidence in beliefs, and perceived barriers to BEV adoption. We then examine how this influence
in turn affects preferences for BEVs. We find that familiarity generally increases preferences for BEVs, both independently from other factors, and indirectly through changes in
people’s BEV beliefs. Our results propose that familiarity can
play a unique and important role in adjusting people’s beliefs
and engaging people with new technologies such as BEVs.
We end by highlighting a familiarity-based interventions that
could help shift people’s attitudes and preferences towards

BEVs.

Methods
Participants
We recruited 500 US-based participants (246 identifying as
men, 245 as women, 4 as genderqueer or non-binary, and 5
who preferred not to answer; Mean age = 39.85 years, SD =
10.14 years) from Prolific (Palan & Schitter, 2018) to complete our survey. Participants had to be over 18 years, have a
valid driver’s license, and have completed at least 100 previous studies with a > 95% approval rating. Participants took
an average of 16 minutes to complete the survey and received
$4 USD for their participation. The protocol was approved by
our organization’s Institutional Review Board and all participants provided informed consent before beginning the survey.

BEV Beliefs survey
Each participant completed a survey aimed at understanding
their beliefs and familiarity with BEVs. The survey was comprised of four sections in the following order:
1. Introduction to BEVs: Participants started the survey with
information about BEVs and how these differ from other
powertrains (e.g., ICEVs, hybrid electric vehicles).
2. Preference and familiarity with BEVs: Participants indicate their preference for BEVs over ICEVs and familiarity
with BEVs using a continuous slider to give a rating between 0-100 (with 100 indicating that people “definitely
prefer BEVs” or are “very familiar with BEVs” for preference and familiarity respectively). For familiarity ratings,
participants also indicated whether or not they personally
knew someone who owned or leased a BEV.
3. BEV barriers: Participants used a continuous slider to indicate the extent to which seven different barriers would
be most or least likely to prevent them from owning a
BEV. The barriers included BEVs’ range, charging infrastructure, purchase price, operating costs, safety/reliability,
performance and capabilities, and environmental concerns.
Sliders were presented together and participants were told
to use the relative position of the sliders to indicate the extent to which each barrier was more likely to prevent them

Table 1: Correlation of BEV Preferences and Familiarity with
BEV Beliefs
Belief Type
Preference
Familiarity
Charging Infrastructure .26 [.17, .34]
.21 [.13, .3]
Charging Frequency
-.21 [-.29, -.12] -.06 [-.15, .02]
Charging Time
-.22 [-.29,-.13] -.04 [-.12, .06]
Operating Costs
-.30 [-.38,-.22] -.18 [-.27, -.1]
Carbon Emissions
-.11 [-.2,-.02]
-.01 [-.01, .08]
Note. All values indicate Spearman correlations [95% CI];
bold indicate p < 0.001; italics indicate p < .05

from owning a BEV (e.g., if they provide one barrier a
score of 20 and another a score of 40, they are indicating
that the second barrier is twice as likely to prevent them
from owning a BEV than the first).
4. BEV beliefs and confidence ratings: We asked participants to indicate their beliefs about the five following BEVrelated beliefs (response method in parentheses):
(a) Charging infrastructure: percentage of trips over the last
month on which people believe they could find a charger
away from home or work (answer provided with a slider
from 0%-100%).
(b) Charging frequency: frequency with which people believe they would need to charge a BEV away from home
or work (7 point scale ranging from “every day” to “once
a year”).
(c) Charging time: extra time needed to charge away from
home or work with a BEV compared to fueling their current vehicle (slider ranging from “3x less with BEV” to
“3x more with BEV”).
(d) Operating costs: how much more/less people believed
they would need to spend to maintain and operate a BEV
compared to their current vehicle (slider ranging from
“3x less with BEV” to “3x more with BEV”).
(e) Emissions: how much more or less carbon they believed
they would emit if they drove a BEV compared with
their current vehicle (slider ranging from “3x less with
BEV” to “3x more with BEV”).
After each belief, participants indicated how confident they
were in their belief on a scale from 0 (not at all confident)
to 100 (extremely confident).
Participants finished the survey by answering questions
about any vehicles they own, driving habits, and standard
demographic questions.

Analysis of survey variables
For analyses using aggregate belief, confidence, and barrier measures, individual scores for each category were first
z-scored and then averaged into one mean score per participant. For aggregated belief scores, each individual belief
was transformed such that higher values corresponded to
more desirable characteristics (i.e., ability to find chargers
on higher percentage of trips, less charging frequency, less
charging time, lower operating costs, lower carbon emissions).

Results
Familiarity and BEV preferences correlate with
beliefs, barriers, and confidence
Consistent with previous research, participants who reported
being more familiar with BEVs also tended to report preferring these over ICEVs (Spearman’s ρ = 0.25, p = 1.0 ×
10−8 ). A factor that contributed to people’s familiarity was

Figure 1: Correlations between BEV beliefs, belief confidence, and barriers with preferences for BEVs and BEV familiarity.
(a–c) Median values (open circles) and 95% CI (lines) for participant ratings of (a) BEV beliefs, (b) belief confidence, and
(c) barrier ratings. (d-i) Spearman correlations between preferences for BEVs (d–f) and familiarity for BEVs (g–i) with mean
z-scored BEV beliefs, belief confidence, and barriers. Individual points in (d–i) correspond to individual participant values and
blue lines correspond to ordinary least squares fits.
personally knowing a person who owned or drove a BEV:
33% of participants reported knowing a BEV owner and these
participants had higher familiarity ratings than those who did
not (median familiarity rating [bootstrapped 95% CI]: participants who know BEV owners = 50 [50,52], participants
who do not know BEV owner = 41 [38,49]; rank sum test
comparing familiarity ratings p = 2.3 × 10−9 ). These participants also reported slightly higher preferences for BEVs
than those who did not know BEV owners (median preference ratings [bootstrapped 95% CI]: participants who know
BEV owners = 51 [50,60], participants who do not know BEV
owner = 50 [40,50]; rank sum test comparing preference ratings p = 0.019). This proposes that part of familiarity’s influence on preference could be explained by social factors. We
examine this possibility in a later analysis below.

(Figure 1). People’s who held generally favorable beliefs
about BEVs also tended to prefer them (Figure 1d). Participants who believed they would be able to find chargers on
a higher percentage of their trips, would not need to charge
frequently away from home or work, would spend less time
charging away from home or work, spend less on operating
costs, and that BEVs emitted less carbon were all more likely
to prefer BEVs over ICEVs (Table 1). The correlation between preference and beliefs about BEV carbon emissions
was weaker than the correlation with other beliefs (Spearman
ρ = −.11, p = 0.014), but this was likely due to a floor effect
since most participants believed that BEVs emitted much less
carbon than ICEVs (median participant rating: BEVs emit
2.43x our of a maximum of 3x less carbon than ICEVs; Figure 1a).

In addition to correlating with each other, both familiarity and preference for BEVs correlated with participants’ beliefs, belief confidence, and barriers associated with BEVs

Similar to preferences, participants who reported being
more familiar with BEVs also tended to have overall more
favorable BEV beliefs (Figure 1g). Familiarity was espe-

Figure 2: Correlations between (a) mean BEV belief confidence and (b) self-reported familiarity with self-reported preferences
for BEV preferences split by participants with more positive or more negative BEV beliefs (teal and pink respectively). Points
represent individual participant scores and lines correspond to ordinary least squares fits.
cially correlated with beliefs about participants’ ability to find
chargers away from home or work and about lower operating
costs (Table 1).
Preferences and familiarity were also both negatively correlated with participants’ overall ratings of BEV barriers
(Figure 1f,i). Participants with lower preferences for BEVs
tended to have higher concerns over BEV range, lack of
charging infrastructure, high operating costs, concerns about
safety and reliability, and concerns about performance (all
Spearman ρ < −.23, all p < 1.1 × 10−7 ). Participants with
lower familiarity for BEVs tended have higher concerns over
the purchase price of BEVs, operating costs, safety, and performance (all Spearman ρ < −0.10, all p < 0.02).
Conversely, familiarity and preference differed in how they
related to participants’ confidence in their beliefs. Participants’ confidence was not correlated with preferences for
BEVs, either when looking at aggregated confidence values
(Figure 1e) or confidence ratings for any individual beliefs
(all Spearman ρ between -0.04–0.6, all p > 0.183). Conversely, familiarity was consistently correlated with confidence, both on aggregate (Figure 1h) and at the level of
individual confidence ratings (all Spearman ρ > 0.20, all
p < 0.001).
Taken together these results indicate that familiarity is positively correlated with preferences, and that higher familiarity
and preferences for BEVs are both associated with more positive beliefs about BEVs and lower perceived barriers. However, we also observe that although familiarity correlates with
participant confidence, confidence in-and-of-itself does not
correlated with preferences for BEVs. We next examined the
influence of confidence more closely, particularly in how it
interacts with the valence of people’s BEV beliefs.

Belief confidence is associated with both positive
and negative BEV beliefs
The influence of confidence on preferences for BEVs depended on the valence of participants’ BEV beliefs. We identified participants with more positive or more negative BEV
beliefs by performing a median split on people’s mean belief scores (with higher mean belief scores indicating more
positive beliefs about BEVs). We then examined whether the
correlation between confidence and preference for BEVs differed between participants with more positive or more negative BEV beliefs. As is evident from Figure 2a, participants
who tended to be more confident in more positive BEV beliefs also had higher BEV preference ratings (blue points and
lines). In contrast, participants who tended to be more confident in negative beliefs also gave lower BEV preference ratings (Spearman correlations between confidence and preference for BEVs – Positive beliefs: ρ = 0.13, p = 0.042, Negative Beliefs: ρ = −0.14, p = 0.028; linear regression measuring the interaction between belief median split [Negative,
Positive] and belief confidence on BEV preference ratings:
β = 0.31,t = 2.62, p = 0.009). This finding indicates that
confidence in beliefs about BEVs can work both ways, correlating positively with preferences when people hold positive
BEV beliefs, but also correlate negatively with preferences
when beliefs are more negative.
Conversely, familiarity was consistently positively correlated with preference for BEVs in people with both more
positive and more negative beliefs about BEVs (Spearman
correlations between familiarity and preference for BEVs –
Positive beliefs: ρ = 0.26, p = 2.0 × 10−5 , Negative Beliefs:
ρ = 0.16, p = 0.012; linear regression measuring the interaction between belief median split [Negative, Positive] and familiarity on BEV preference ratings: β = 0.07,t = 0.875, p =

Figure 3: Parallel mediation analysis measuring the influence
of changes in BEV beliefs, perceived barriers and belief confidence on preferences for BEVs. ***:p < 0.001.
0.382; Figure 2b). This suggests that, in contrast to confidence ratings, self-reported feelings of familiarity provide a
relative increase in preference for BEVs, irrespective belief
valence.
We next examined potential mechanisms by which familiarity could influence preferences. We specifically examined
the extent to which the influence of familiarity on preferences
is mediated by beliefs, belief confidence, and perceived barriers to BEV adoption.

Familiarity increases BEV preference by improving
BEV beliefs and reducing perceived BEV barriers
Having established that familiarity correlates with preferences for BEVs, and that both factors correlate with beliefs,
barriers and confidence, we performed an exploratory mediation analysis to examine the extent to which these different cognitive factors interact. We note that the observational
nature of our survey makes it challenging to make any conclusive causal statements (although there are circumstances
where this is possible (Pearl, 2009)). However, previous research proposes that increases in familiarity causes increases
in preferences (Zajonc, 1968; A. Y. Lee, 2001; Fang, Singh,
& Ahluwalia, 2007; Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001) and thus
we chose to structure our analysis in a way that identifies the
extent to which familiarity acts on preferences for BEVs both
directly and indirectly through beliefs, confidence, and barriers.
The influence on familiarity on preferences for BEVs was
partially mediated by its influence on BEV beliefs and perceived barriers to BEV adoption (Figure 3). In the case
of beliefs, familiarity increased preferences for BEVs more
strongly if the familiarity also increased positive beliefs about
BEVs (indirect effect of familiarity on preference through
BEV beliefs: β = 0.06, p < 2.2×10−16 ). Additionally, familiarity also increased preferences more strongly if it also lowered people’s perceived BEV barriers (indirect effect of familiarity on preference through perceived barriers: β = 0.03, p <
2.2 × 10−16 ). Conversely, belief confidence marginally mediated the influence of familiarity on preference, such that
increases in confidence that were related to increases in fa-

miliarity resulted in decreased preferences for BEVs (indirect
effect of familiarity on preference through belief confidence:
β = −0.04, p = 0.028).
In addition to these indirect effects, familiarity still held
its own influence on preferences, even when accounting for
the mediated effects of beliefs, barriers, and confidence. Indeed, the direct effect of familiarity on BEV preference was
higher (β = 0.20, p < 9.2 × 10−6 ) than any of the mediated
effects. Moreover, this direct effect of familiarity does not
seem linked to social variables that might contribute to familiarity. Although knowing a BEV owner was correlated
with increased familiarity ratings, adding this variable to our
mediation model did not remove the independent influence
of familiarity, nor did it mediate the link between familiarity and preference (indirect effect of knowing a BEV owner:
β = 0.01, p = 0.484).
Taken together these results suggest that familiarity with
BEVs increases preference for BEVs by both increasing positive beliefs about BEVs and reducing perceived barriers. Our
observed partial mediation also proposes that familiarity has
an influence on preferences per se, even when accounting for
its indirect influence though beliefs, barriers, confidence, and
social influence.

Discussion
Changing people’s perceptions and attitudes toward BEVs is
an important step in increasing more widespread BEV adoption. Our results suggest that familiarity can play an important role in improving people’s attitudes for BEVs, and could
play a broader role in the adoption of more widespread technologies. We highlight three main findings.
First, our correlation and mediation analyses find that
increased familiarity consistently increases preferences for
BEVs, beyond its indirect influence through beliefs and barriers. Of particular note, this was true for people who held
either more positive or negative beliefs about BEVs, suggesting that familiarity provides a global increase in preferences
rather than only acting on beliefs (Figure 1b). This finding is consistent with convergent evidence from psychology
and marketing research that finds that people generally prefer
items to which they have been exposed in the past (Zajonc,
1968; A. Y. Lee, 2001). Research in this area proposes that
repeated exposure to an item increases the items “perceptual fluency”, or efficiency with which the item can be processed (Zajonc, 1968; A. Y. Lee, 2001). These increases in
perceptual fluency have been linked to increases in both familiarity and positive affect (Fang et al., 2007; Winkielman
& Cacioppo, 2001) as well as efficiency in heuristic decision making (Schwikert & Curran, 2014). Neural data further
support a relatively independent role for familiarity in judgment and decision making, offering a biological mechanism
for familiarity’s distinct role in guiding preferences (Evans
& Wilding, 2012; Yonelinas, 1994). Together, these findings
suggest a unique role for familiarity in shaping preference
judgments. Mere exposure to BEVs or information about

BEVs could increase positive affect for BEVs independent
of beliefs and reductions in uncertainty; this familiarity can
then account for the increase in stated preferences observed
in our study.
Second, and in addition to its own effect, our mediation analysis proposes that familiarity improves preferences
in part by increasing people’s positive beliefs about BEVs
and decreasing perceived barriers. Part of this success is
likely due to the gap between people’s general beliefs about
BEVs and the reality of BEV owners’ experience. For example, people who do not own a BEV tend to overestimate the amount of time BEV owners spend at charging stations, unaware that over 90% of BEV charging happens at
home (ConsumerReports, 2020; Council, 2021; J. H. Lee et
al., 2020). People who are more familiar with BEVs may be
more aware of the realities of owning a BEV and thus have
beliefs that are more aligned with true BEV ownership. More
broadly, this proposes that interventions aimed at increasing
familiarity could be useful in circumstances where people’s
beliefs are misaligned with reality.
Third, although familiarity was consistently correlated
with confidence (Figure 1h), familiarity-related increases in
confidence where not associated with more positive beliefs
about BEVs—in fact, the influence of familiarity through
confidence marginally decreased preferences for BEVs (Figure 3). Indeed, whereas familiarity had a more global influence on people’s preferences for BEVs, people’s confidence
in their belief had a more restricted effect, increasing preference when beliefs were more positive about BEVs, and decreasing preference when beliefs were more negative (Figure 2). The main difference could be in the mechanism by
which each factor influences preference. Confidence may
serve to reinforce a person’s belief, as is proposed by frameworks such as construal theory (Trope & Liberman, 2010).
In contrast, rather than just reinforce beliefs, familiarity can
act on preferences by increasing positive affect (Fang et al.,
2007; Winkielman & Cacioppo, 2001), which could explain
why familiarity was consistently correlated with more positive preferences. Thus, our results propose that resolving uncertainty does play a role in improving preferences, but only
when people already hold positive beliefs.
Taken together, our results propose that familiarity can play
an important role in interventions aimed at improving attitudes towards new technologies. For more accessible technologies (e.g., smartphones, software) this can be done in the
form of a demo or trial period meant to familiarize a person
with the new technology. Although interventions such as trial
periods may be more difficult for large, expensive purchases
such as BEVs, simulation-based alternatives have been proposed for this purpose. For example, a recently proposed intervention uses a person’s smartphone to track driving trips
and provide a counterfactual view into what their trips would
look like if completed by a BEV (Shamma et al., 2022).
Counterfactual interventions such as these could provide an
accessible method with which to increase people’s familiar-

ity with BEVs, which could in turn increase positive beliefs,
lower barriers, and increase preferences for BEV adoption.
Although promising, there are some limits to the types of
insights we can draw from our current survey based study.
A full mediation analysis would require controlling for possible confounds between the causal variables and the outcome. Moreover, our mediation analysis assumes that familiarity causes preferences. Although previous research suggest that this is the most likely causal direction (Zajonc,
1968; A. Y. Lee, 2001; Fang et al., 2007; Winkielman &
Cacioppo, 2001), it is feasible that preferences could cause
feelings of familiarity and thus our models would need to be
re-drawn. Nevertheless, our analysis provides a starting point
that can be the basis for future experiments designed specifically to test different potential mediators and causal direction
between familiarity and preferences.
In conclusion, as our world moves towards a more electrified future, methods and interventions will be needed to help
people adjust to new technologies. Our results propose that
targeting familiarity can help in these efforts by mitigating
cognitive barriers to adoption and welcoming change.

Data and code availability
An anonymized link to the code and data used for this article
can be found at https://tinyurl.com/46jsuya4.
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